
COMPUTERS IN CARTOGRAPHY 
Edited by Graham Allsopp 

MASS STORAGE 
As we all know, storage of graphics files is an ever-pre

sent problem, and eventually we all have to consider an 
alternative to that continually growing pile of floppy disks. 
1993 looks like being a year of change in the mass-storage 
market, so it might be worth looking at some of the likely 
developments. 

Floppies and Floptlcals 

In January, !omega (developer of Bemoulli drives for 
the Macintosh) began shipping its Floptical Subsystem for 
both the Mac and PC. A Floptical drive can read and write 
standard 3.5" disks (DD & HD) for both Mac and DOS 
formats, as well as using its own high-energy magnetic 3.5" 
floppy disk format that can store 21MB. This is achieved 
by using essentially the same mechanism as that in optical 
drives, but using a magnetic recording head, rather than a 
laser. This had been thought of as something of a "white 
elephant"- too large for a PC, too small for serious off-line 
storage- but a number of UNIX work station manufacturers 
are now fitting these drives as standard, and it is rumoured 
that both Apricot and Apple are considering fitting them to 
high-end machines to be released late 1993/early 1994. 

SyQuest drives 

The 44MB & 88MB 5.25" SyQuest drive (now called 
the Alta Series) has always been very popular, particularly 
in the Macintosh community. Last Autumn SyQuest an
nounced an 88MB drive which would both read and write 
to 44MB cartridges (previous versions had been read-only). 
At the same time it launched the new Mesa Series of 3.5" 
105MB drives. It has recently announced the Iota Series of 
2.5", 42MB drives, primarily for notebook computers, and 
in response to protests from SyQuest's 5.25" customers (by 
far its' largest installed user-base), has just announced that 
it is developing a 5.25", 150MB drive that will also read 
and write to both 44MB and 88MB cartridges. This is 
expected to be released by the end of 1993. 

Optical disks 

Over the past two years, optical disks have proved to 
be the cheapest (and most permanent) form of high-capacity 
storage available. Again these come in two sizes, a 5.25" 
which can store up to 1GB (1,000 MB) and the 3.25", which 
until recently could store 128MB. At the end of 1992, the 
International Standards Organisation agreed on new stand
ards for optical drives - these are already filtering through, 
with a new 256MB capacity of 3.5" drives. This means that 
costs of under 20p/MB are now achievable with this format. 

Graham Allsopp is Cartographer at the University of Sheffield. 
He can be contacted by phone on: 0742-824741, or Email on: 
G .Allsopp@Sheffiel d.ac .uk 
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ADOBE ANNOUNCES ILLUSTRATOR 5 
Although many of you will already have read about this 

in various magazines by the time the Bulletin goes to press, 
a major upgrade to one of the most popular drawing pack
ages warrants a mention. 

Illustrator 4.0 for Windows has been around for nearly 
a year now, and the Macintosh version was in beta testing 
last Autumn. However, Adobe has now leapfrogged the 
Windows version with a major upgrade to version 5.0, the 
Macintosh version to be released first. The new version 
addresses some, if not all the criticism aimed at it when 
compared to its two main rivals- Aldus FreeHandandCorel 
Draw! The main features of the new version are: 

• The ability to create any page size up to 110 inches 
square 

• The introduction of layers for the first time. Layers 
will be controlled from a floating palette, similar 
to FreeHand and Draw! Layers can be named, 
moved, reordered and displayed or hidden at will, 
and objects easily moved between layers. Each 
layer can be hidden or displayed in either outline 
or preview mode. 

• Illustrations can now be edited in preview mode, 
as well as outline. 

• Multiple undo and redo is now possible. 

• Simple gradient fills replace the cumbersome 
blended paths feature. 

• The Styles feature has been updated to include 
paint styles, gradient fills and text. 

Plug-in filters have been introduced. The first two of 
these allow you search, modify and select any object within 
a document. Modifications include distorting paths and 
objects, rounding corners, creating arrowheads and creating 
spirals. The second plug-in filter is called Pathfinder; this 
works on paths and lets you create effects that otherwise 
would be time-consuming or difficult. Examples include 
generating shadows, transparent areas, dividing areas, and 
fmding out where objects and paths overlap or intersect -
one item can then be subtracted from another. 

Illustrator 5.0 for Macintosh should be available by 
Summer 1993, and the Windows version by the end of the 
year. A "low-cost" upgrade will be available to existing 
customers. A CD-ROM edition will also be available, 
which will include tutorials using QuickTime movies and 
the complete Adobe font library as Type on Call with 40 
unlocked typefaces. 

HELP WANTED 
Computers in Cartography is a little thin this time 

(again!). We know that most of you out there are using 
computers, and I'm sure that some of you have some little 
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trick you use that makes your life easier - why not pass it 
on, so everyone may benefit If you are all incredibly shy 
(hard to believe from Summer Schools), you can even post 
it anonymously. 

While we are at it, we are desperately short of review
ers for Computing Reviews. If you are using any packages 
that you think more people should know about, let us know 
and write about out. Similarly, if you are a budding reviewer 
desperate to write about a package, get in touch. We fre
quently have packages for review (you get to keep them 
afterwards), or we often can get review copies if you would 
like to review a particular package. For the next issue of the 
Bulletin, it would be nice to carry reviews of, for example, 
Corel Draw 3.0, Adobe Dimensions, Adobe Illustrator 5.0 
and Aldus Fetch - any offers ? 

From the things people said about these two columns 
at the last Summer School, you do find them worthwhile. 
Without some help from the members they won't continue 
much longer. (Ominously, Mac Word 5.1 grammar checker 
wants to change "Computing Reviews" to "Rigor mortis"
let's prove Microsoft wrong). 

Contact either: 

Graham Allsopp, Department of Geography, Univer
sily of Sheffield, SHFFFIELD, S10 2TN. Phone: 0742 
824741 (direct line); Fax: 0742 722199; E-mail GAil
sopp@Sheffieldac.uk 

or: 

Trevor Harris, Department of Geography, St David's 
University College, LAMPETER, Dyfed, SA48 7ED. 
Phone: 0570 422351 ext 281; Fax: 0570 423423 

COMPUTING REVIEWS 

ALDUS FREEHAND PC 3.1 

Windows PostScript drawing package 
Published by Aldus Corp (0101 206 622 5500) 
Distributed in the UK by Aldus UK (031 220 
4747;fax:0312204789) 
Suggested Retail Price: U K £395; Typical selling 
price: £295 

Being an Aid us FreeHand user on the Macintosh in the 
map production area, I was intrigued when FreeHand for 
FC came on the scene. Intrigue gave way to action when a 
package deal for FC, corn prising FreeHand, PageMakerand 
PhotoSty ler was offered for A$1 ,300 

The attraction of going the FC route is the relatively 
low hardware cost for a powerful 486 FC. Of course, for 
graphics work, a high resolution screen is required, and for 
mapping where you are dealing with small symbols on large 
documents, screen size is important. High resolution 
screens such as the NEC6FG 21-inch at around A$4,200 or 
(If you can ignore slightly less resolution which largely only 
affects text qualily) the Trinitron 17-inch at A$2,100 will 
handle colour mapping work. 
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FreeHand is a program which is beautifully integrated 
with the Macintosh operating system. On the PC it runs 
under Microsoft Windows (v.3.1), which still has some 
ground to cover before it is as smooth as the Mac interface. 

However, aSide from different keyboard shortcuts and 
the background of Windows, Freehand PC and Mac are 
virtually identical in operation. It is a program that the 
uninformed might think was designed for fair-drawing (or 
fmishing) of maps. It is not a map compiling program, 
however. Base maps have to be imported from digitised, 
scanned or database sources. 

Perhaps the best way to review FreeHand is by listing 
some of its features: 

• documents can be set at any size from 2 x 2 inches 
(50.8 x 50.8 mm) to 40 x 40 inches (1016 x 1016 
mm); 

• it offers an unlimited number of layers; 

• 'Multilayer' can isolate a layer for making global 
changes; 

• up to 99 'undos' can be set (we use 8); 

• it has excellent palettes for Layers, Styles and 
Colours; 

• the PC version has on-screen text input; the Mac 
version uses a text box; fitting text to curves is 
easy; 

• 'Curve point' on the 'Points' sub-menu allows 
global smoothing (eg to smooth angular, digitised 
watercourses); 

• there are a lot of useful keyboard shortcuts; 

• the on-screen tutorial is very good - it allows 
students to practise each operation; 

• transfer of documents between Mac and PC ver
sions is a simple operation although a few unusual 
glitches can creep in depending on such things as 
systems, networks; 

• all of the usual functions such as duplicate, clone, 
copy and paste are easy and get a lot of use when 
mapping. 

There are a few areas where I find the PC version does 
not quite match the Mac version: 

Window resizing is not as easy - the resizer 'grab 
handle' is sma Her on Windows than on the Mac and it is 
easy to 'slip off' it; a similar minor frustration occurs when 
selecting a sidebar to a drop-down sub-menu (eg 'Magnifi
cation'). The cursor seems to slip off the sidebar all too 
often; keyboard shortcuts are not as logically coded or as 
readily reached as on the Mac. 'Undo' is a prime example. 

I have no doubt that the differences will fade as 
Windows develops a more sophisticated graphics user in
terface. If you have not been spoiled by a Mac, I am sure 
you will find FreeHand for PC the nicest graphics tool you 
have used. 
(PS: Core/Draw 3.0 is now also a very competitive graph
ics package.) 
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DigiGraf 1.4.3 

Macintosh utility to acquire data from drawn 
graphs 
By W. Simon Tortike 
FreeWare (with restrictions- see documentation) 
Available by anonymous FTP from mmpe.min
eral.ualberta.ca or from Archive sites 

DataThief v1.0.8 

Macintosh utility to acquire data from drawn 
graphs 
By Kees Huyser and Jan van der Laan 
FreeWare (available from Bulletin Boards and 
Archive sites) 

digiMatic 2.0.3 

Macintosh utility to acquire data from drawn 
graphs. Windows version also available 
Published by F EB Software 
Available from FEB Software, 4855 Fin/ay Street, 
RICHMOND, Virginia 23231, United States of 
America. Telephone 0101 804 222 2215 Fax: 
0101 804 226 1934 
Suggested retail price: US$ 249; Educational 
price: US$ 149 (for both Mac and Windows ver
sions) 

Screen digitising utilities 

Charting has always been popular with computers -
they are ideally suited to take voluminous amounts of data 
and turn them into graphs- and, for exam plc, on the Macin
tosh, CricketGraph was one of the first, and most popular 
packages available. Once those data are in the computer, a 
huge range of styles and options are available at the press 
of a few keys. 

However, there are one group of charts that a corn puter 
fmds useless. If you have a chart which has been drawn 
previously, and for which no data now exists, it becomes as 
useless as if it were set in stone. To amend one of these 
graphs requires you to reach for the drawing package, and 
update or alter by hand - a slow and inelegant solution. In 
response to this problem, a group of utilities has emerged 
whose niche is mainly to obtain the data from previously 
drawn graphs. Although this is their task, they are, in fact, 
screen digitisation utilities, converting a mouse point on the 
screen into a series of x and y co-ordinates. We take a look 
at three such packages here. 

DigiGraf 

DigiGraf is probably the simplest of the three. As with 
digiMatic, it requires that you are running System 6 with 
MultiFinder, or preferably System 7. Although it will work 
from a Bit Pad digitising tablet, the most common usage 
will be with a scanned image. First, you display a scanned 
image on the screen, as large as possible, normally using a 
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scanning package, or perhaps a drawing package. Then you 
run DigiGraf, so that you can still see the scanned image. 
You click on the axes origin and the x and y maximums to 
set the graph scale (and set one or both axes to natural or 
baselO logarithmic scale if necessary), and then simply 
click on each data point. DigiGraf converts these clicks into 
x and y co-ordinates, and displays them on the screen. The 
other options you have are to set the data formats, select the 
number of decimal places the data are calculated to, and 
which word processor format (if any) you wish the output 
in. 

DataThief 

DataThiefworks in a very similar fashion to DigiGraf, 
but has some important differences. It only uses Paint or 
PICT files, and reads them into DataThief, so you don't 
need to run MultiFinder; it marks each mouse click on
screen; it only displays the current mouse position and the 
last mouse click; it has a 'cute' interface which suggests you 
are stealing the data, and has some sounds, both of which 
very rapidly loose their charm; and finally it has an auto 
tracing feature. This needs some fme tuning to the appro
priate graph you are scanning, but it will automatically scan 
and save data from a graph once the axes have been set. 
There is an option to compress autoscanned data, saving a 
pre-specified interval between data points. 

digiMatic 

The other two packages are distributed as Free Ware -
someone has written the package for their own uses, and 
out of the goodness of their hearts has made it available to 
the wider community. digiMatic is a commercial product, 
and the difference shows. As with DigiGraf, it needs Mul
tiFinderor System 7, and another package that can display 
a scanned image (though it can support a graphics tablet, 
and suggests other strategies if you have no scanner or 
tablet). It offers all the options the other two packages have, 
plus some more, though unhelpfully, it cannot record mouse 
clicks with an on-screen symbol. Its main attractions are 
that you can edit any data you have saved (and then sub
sequently add more points if you wish); it can play back 
saved curves- very useful with complicated graphs); and 
that it can calculate areas underneath a curve. With a little 
ingenuity (eg dividing a polygon into two halves), you can 
use this feature to calculate the area of any polygon. 

Using the packages 

For the purposes of testing these utilities, I printed two 
existing graphs from DeltaGraph, scanned them, and used 
the three utilities to recover the data. These were then 
re-graphed in DeltaGraph, and all combined to highlight 
any discrepancies. The two graphs were a smooth curve and 
a gm ph with a fluctuating y value. 

Using the manual method, all three utilities were sur
prisingly accurate for both graphs, though it was easier to 
obtain the fluctuating data. With a very corn plicated graph, 
digiMatic 's replay function is a real help. With autoscan, 
differences emerged. Both charts originally used 50 data 
points to draw the graphs; autoscanningproduced about500 
points with Data Thief, and about 850 with digiMatic. Sav
ing every nth point was useful in cutting down the number 
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of points on the smooth curve, but destroyed the pattern of 
the fluctuating graph. If possible, I would recommend using 
the manual method (this also allows you to obtain data at 
regular intervals). 

The utilities were tested on Macintoshes running both 
System 7.0.1 and System 7.1 with no problems. Graphs 
were digitised on both a 12" and 21" screen. The 21" screen 
data was slightly more accurate, but it was suprising what 
little difference the screen size made. Perhaps it is worth 
pointing out here my only hesitation in using these utilities: 
as you can set the number of decimal points, it is possible 
to generate data sets that appear to be very accurate, but it 
must be remembered that they are only as accurate as the 
scanner and printed page allow. 

In conclusion 

All three packages had no problems performing their 
stated task -recovering data from a paper copy. Even if you 
think you would only need this facility once a year, these 
utilities will save a lot of time and effort and prove to be 
more accurate than trying to obtain the data by hand. Once 
you have obtained the original data, a graphing package 
offers a wide range of presentation options. In accuracy, 
there is little to choose between the three; in ease of use, 
digiMatic is quite a long way ahead. digiMatic does have 
one big drawback however - its price. Even with educa
tional discount, it costs nearly as much as Delta Graph, the 
best general charting package available, and so it really 
can't be recommended for occasional use. If you see your
self using such a utility once a year, Data Thief or DigiGraf 
will more than suffice; if you anticipate recovering data 
every week or every day, digiMatic will quickly prove its 
worth. In any situation though, any of these utilities will 
quickly prove indispensable. 
DigiGraf, DataThief, and a demonstration version of digiMatic 
(both Macintosh and Windows versions) are all available from the 
Computing Reviews Editor. Please send a blank 3 5" disk. 

The following two reviews are taken (with permission) from 
TidBITS, an electronic newsletter of articles and 
happenings In the Macintosh world (for information send 
email to lnfo@tidbits.com); they are copyright 1990-1993 
Adorn & Tonya Engst. 

ALDUS INTELLIDRAW 1.0 

Macintosh drawing package (Windows version 
also available) 
Published by Aldus Corp (0101 206 622 5500) 
Df~tributed in the UK by Aldus UK (031 220 
4747; fax: 031 220 4789) 
Typical selling price: £119 

The world is full of symmetry, so all students of ele
mentary mathematics are rightly told. It is also full of 
connections, as anyone can discover (if they didn't know 
already) by doing a few perspective drawings and changing 
the viewing point - connected objects clearly must remain 
so. 
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The folks at Silicon "SuperPaint" Beach Software took 
these two facts to heart in designing the centerpiece tools 
of Aldus's much-touted new drawing package, IntelliDraw. 
It's an indication of Aldus's esteem for the Symmetrigon 
and Connectigon tools that they've gone to the trouble of 
trademarking them. The Symmetrigon allows fast creation 
of objects with specified mirror or radial symmetries -it 
easily draws seven- pointed stars or fancy pinwheels and 
lets you spin them around! The Connectigon, used in con
junction with a variety of line connector elements, enables 
you to draw one face of a three- dimensional object and 
attach the other faces to the edges of the flrst. You can 
stretch or slant the resulting drawing to your heart's content 
- what started out as a cube might become the Empire State 
Building, but all faces remain correctly connected. 

IntelliDraw would be worth it for these ground-break
ing tools alone; in fact I reckon it will soon be hard to 
imagine how older drawing packages felt complete without 
them. Not content with this achievement, Silicon Beach 
threw in not only the standard plethora of full-featured 
drawing tools but also a great deal of convenience and 
intuition as well. For instance, arcs created with the arc tool 
flip between detached curves and pie wedges at a double
click. A double-click on most other objects toggles between 
the so-called reshape and resize modes, so you can adjust 
the contours of an object one minute and rescale it the next. 
Keyboard modifiers also enable you to switch actions ef
fortlessly. Holding Command down when clicking with one 
of the polygon tools produces a curve rather than a corner, 
while holding Shift down in the Object menu allows you to 
move objects by one layer rather than right to the front or 
back. 

The program looks and feels like a typical Aldus 
product, much like PageMaker or FreeHand - it initially 
presents you with a scalable page view and a set of floating 
palettes. If you like 3-D buttons, look elsewhere, but Intel
liDraw 's tool palette has at least been colored, making the 
tools look more inviting than the weedy ones in Canvas 3. 
Silicon Beach, conscious of the fact that IntelliDraw's new 
tools and features require some explanation, thoughtfully 
provided an Info palette, a movable window that automat
ically displays the excellent and comprehensive balloon 
help messages provided. The Fills palette is impressively 
easy to edit- if you liked the rainbow gradients in MacDraw 
Pro, rest assured you can do all those things here. The Lines 
palette allows the creation oflines with varying thicknesses, 
continuities (unbroken, dotted, dotted and dashed, you 
name it) and endpoints (arrows and assorted lumpy termi
nations are child's play). 

While these and other palettes make life considerably 
easier for the budding and experienced artist alike, one of 
IntelliDraw's most convenient features has to be its auto
matic alignment capabilities. With Auto Align on, 
guidelines magically pop into view when the centers or 
edges of objects are properly lined up, so you can plop 
everything neatly into place alongside or centered on one 
another. Having achieved the arrangement you want, you 
can keep everything that way using another feature called, 
unsurprisingly, Keep Aligned. It all works very well, and 
the manual provides well-thought-outexercises designed to 
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help you master the basics of the program quickly. 
IntelliDraw's talent for symmetry, connectivity, and 

alignment means it wiii be especially useful to technical or 
scientific illustrators. To underline this point, Silicon Beach 
included a feature with which you create libraries of fre
quently-used symbols and objects - electronic circuitry 
quickly springs to mind as a pqtential application. 

If this gives the impression that IntelliDraw is the 
easiest and most powerful drawing package ever, well, it 
isn't quite that. While anyone with basic Macintosh com
petence will be up and running with IntelliDraw in no time, 
its sheer wealth of features (I haven'teven touched on slide 
shows, charting, and simple animation) mean that you often 
have more than one way of doing things, and it's not always 
clear which is the most efficient. To put it another way, 
power and complexity often go hand-in-hand, and master
ing as opposed to just coping with IntelliDraw requires 
effort. Neither are IntelliDraw's capabilities limitless. For 
example, I found it impossible to do a convincing solid 
cylinder using the Connectigon. It was the curved surface 
of the cylinder that caused me grief- if the cylinder is 
upright then this surface takes the form of two vertical lines 
for the sides and two half -oval curves at the top and bottom. 
Since the Connectigon is essentially a connected polygon 
tool (hence the name), and since ovals are effectively infi
nitely-many-sided polygons, you have no choice but to 
approximate the curved top and bottom edges of the cylin
der using bezier curves. While you can make a reasonable 
stab at this, the result will not stretch accurately. 

This isn't to gainsay IntelliDraw's power. It's suffi
ciently capable that although IntelliDraw does not attempt 
to supplant FreeHand's PostScript capabilities, it will prove 
to be more than just a smart sidekick. 

IntelliDraw requires at least a 68020 processor and 2.3 
MB of memory. It imports and exports PICT and EPS files 
and imports TIFF and text files. However the current ver
sion of IntelliDraw behaves in an unorthodox way when 
saving PICT files. If you import a PICT that contains a 
bitmapped image as opposed to objects, and save this as 
another PICT, you will most likely see a huge increase in 
file size. For example, a lOOK screen dump turned into a 1 
MB PICT file when saved from IntelliDraw, with no 
changes made! A source who has had contact with Aldus 
says this behavior arises because IntelliDraw also saves its 
own representation of the biunap. This "feature" will be
come an option in a future upgrade. Polyglot artists (there 
must be some!) should also be warned that IntelliDraw does 
not appear to fully support the System 7.0 Script Manager; 
I have no idea how it would cope with WorldScript. While 
we're on the subject, IntelliDraw does not support Quick
Time. 

IntelliDraw does support 24-bit color in RGB, CMYK, 
and HSB color systems and offers complete file interchange 
with its Windows counterpart, for whatever that's worth. It 
ships with a whopping 5.7 MB worth of well-constructed 
sample art and templates. Initial copies also include an 
instructional video and a colorful but fragile reference card. 

Others have expressed concern with IntelliDraw's 
speed, but it runs fine on my humble LC. Overall it seems 
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somewhat faster than the more-expensive MacDraw Slow, 
sorry, Pro and offers much more functionality. Part of the 
concern may stem from the fact that lntelliDraw does things 
that no other graphics programs attempt, such as Auto 
Align, and indiscriminate use of certain features can signifi
cantly degrade performance, which is true in many 
powerful programs. 

Whether you're trying to discover latent artistic talent, 
or you're a professional who needs to refine and streamline 
drawing tasks, IntelliDraw is for you. Perhaps the best 
endorsement that I can make is that if you can only have 
one draw package on your Mac, IntelliDraw is a serious 
contender. 

RichardLim 
University of Bristol 

(R1L@siva.bris.ac.uk) 

DESKTOP PUBLISHER'S SURVIVAL KIT 

PeachpitPress,ISBN 0-938151-76-2 
Telephone: 0101 510 548 4393 
Fax: 0101 510 548-5991 

Before, I couldn't even kern "Desktop Publisher." 
Nowiamone. 

So there I was, in a mild state of panic, babbling 
semi-coherently at Adam over the phone. The manager of 
the Kinko's at which I work had decided to make the 
desktop publishing position official, which meant I could 
apply for it and try to escape boredom, bad hours, and 
poverty in a single stroke. Sadly, the extent of my desktop 
publishing ability was a general competency with the Mac 
combined with a working knowledge of Microsoft Word 
4.0. Not exactly the foundation of an empire. 

"So what's the problem?" Adam asked me. I explailied 
that I had to learn PageMaker, FreeHand, and The Rules in 
approximately four days. "Don't worry about it," he said. 
"Come over tomorrow night and I'll help you out." 

What sort of help could he give me, I wondered?" A 
crash course without pause for sleep? Self-hypnosis tapes? 
Incriminating photographs of the interviewers? I arrived, 
curious, and he handed me ... a book. "This'll tell you 
everything you have to know," he told me. I looked skepti
cal. It was quite small, and a fairly sickly shade of green to 
boot. "Not everything you'll ever want to know to be a 
desktop publisher," he explained, noticing my expression. 
"Everything you absolutely must know if you plan to be 
one. No more, no less." Damned if he wasn't right. 

David Blatner, author of the "Desktop Pubiisher's 
Survival Kit," (Peachpit Press, ISBN 0-938151-76-2, 
$22.95) has successfully compacted a wealth of vital infor
mation into a short, quick-reading volume. Despite the 
density ofinformation, it is easy, often entertaining, to read, 
and David explains the concepts clearly and simply. The 
book is well-organized, covering a single major topic in 
each chapter and breaking down concepts within each topic 
into easily digestible chunks. One could say that David is 
the intestinal enzyme of choice for the novice desktop 
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publisher, except that he might take it the wrong way. Major 
topics include: 

• Graphic files ·• different types, how they work, 
what they're good for 

• Fonts- similar issues 

• Word Processing- concepts, do's and don'ts, how
to's, and copy editing concepts 

• Typography- how to make it look good, and why 
you should make it look good 

• Styles and Codes -how to make your life a whole 
lot easier 

• Scans and Halftones- how they work, how to work 
with them 

• Calor - different kinds, how it displays, how it 
prints 

• Printing - different output devices, setting up, 
dealing with service bureaus, and much, much 
more 

• When Things Go Wrong- what can go wrong, why 
it might, how to try to fix it, and The Strangest Bug 
He's Ever Seen (which youmustsee to believe) 

• Software- the book also comes with a disk full of 
handy utilities, and David explains what they are 
and why they're useful to you. 

Note that the book does not give you instruction in any 
particular software package. It's not meant as a soflware 
tutorial or a manual. It explains the concepts that apply to 
the entire field, regardless of what software you use. 

As far as I'm concerned, the Typography and Styles 
& Codes chapters are sufficient reason for you to buy David 
a lot of beer if you run across him. They were all I needed 
for my immediate concerns. I foWld a wealth of useful 
information in the other chapters of the book as well, with 
the exceptions of the Scans & Halftones and Color chapters, 
which I didn't read past their first pages. To me, at least, 
those subjects are far more complex than the others, and 
even David was unable to simplify them to the point where 
a total novice could understand them. 

On the other hand, after three months on the job, I'm 
ready to go back and read those chapters. Not only will I 
now understand wh'at they're talking about, but it's getting 
to the point where I need to understand that information. 
Yes, that's right; I got the job, and I can honestly say that I 
don't think it would have happened if not for the "Desktop 
Publisher's Survival Kit." Before, I was a measly weekend 
shift supervisor with no night life, no money, an old Apple 
Ilgs, vast debt, and a cupboard full of Mission Macaroni 
and Cheese dinners. Now, I'm a desktop publisher with a 
Duo 210, lots offriends, a good social life, and enough 
money to brew a little beer on the side. I think I may be 
losing weight and gaining a deeper understanding of the 
cosmic truths as well. Will the "Desktop Publisher's Sur
vival Kit" do all this for you, too? There's only one way to 
fmdoul 
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Survey signal on Mount Everest 

Exactly three metres higher than Mount Everest 

A three-metre tall survey tripod manufactured in Swit
zerland is the highest point on earth. On 29th September 
1992 it was placed upon the roof of the world by the French 
mountaineer Benoit Chamoux and his Italian colleague 
Agostino Da Polenza On the basis of present knowledge, 
the top of the tripod is located 8851 metres above sea level, 
because the summit level of the world's tallest mountain is 
quoted on maps and in reference books as 8848 metres. This 
information will probably have to be updated in 1993, 
though, after the data resulting from the greatest survey 
project ever carried out in the Himalayas has been evaluated 
by the "EV-K2-CNR" expedition committee. If such a 
correction will be required then partly because the Himala
yas are constantly growing, but more particularly on 
account of the unique nature of the recent survey. 

For the first time, the height of Mount Everest was 
determined not just from one side, but simultaneously by 
teams at base stations on the southern (Nepalese) side and 
on the northern (Chinese) side of the mountain. A further 
innovation was the use of two different surveying methods. 
Measurements were carried out by the classical triangula
tion technique, with Leica surveying instruments, which 
measure angles and distances, and also with the latest GPS 
global positioning technique. The "Wild GPS System 200" 
receives and processes the signals emitted by 18 Navstar 
satellites and produces three-dimensional coordinate data 
which is correct to the millimetre. 

All of the survey data is at present being evaluated by 
Professor Claudio Marchesini and Professor Giorgio 
Poretti, who are in charge of scientific aspects of the expe
dition. Professor Poretti, a Trieste mathematician and 
surveyor, says that one of the major aspects of the work is 
the precise linking of the base points right down to sea level 
in the Gulf and Bengal on the south side, and in the Yellow 
Sea on the northeast side. This task must take into account 
the national survey networks of Nepal, India and China, and 
also the fact that the earth is not a uniform sphere but instead 
a geoid with flattened poles and an uneven weight distribu
tion. Plate tectonics are partly to blame for the 
continuously-changing height values and are responsible 
for the inexorable growth of the Himalayas and for volcanic 
eruptions and earthquake-related tidal waves (tsunamis) in 
the Asian-Pacific belt. More precise survey data will enable 
these movements to be better understood, contributing to 
greater protection from potential natural disasters. 
from a Leica press release 
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